
 

Sideline Sizzle
"When you fish for love, bait with 

your heart, not your brain.” 
Mark Twain

	 The last woman Sabrina Hopewell wants to emulate is her mother, the perfect wife. The “great 

sacrifice” her mother made to marry her football coach father has colored Sabrina’s relationships 

ever since she was old enough to date. As the Real Fans Sports Networks’s first female sideline 

reporter to grace college football, Sabrina has had to harden her heart to loving anything outside her 

career.  

 The last woman Mason Ransome wants as a wife is a career-obsessed prima donna like his ex. 

The young coach of the South Georgia University Raiders has led them to national prominence in the 

short space of time since SGU started football but has a lousy track record in love. This lack of faith 

and trust in the opposite sex AND football are the only things Sabrina and Mason have in common. 

 That is until a pivotal moment during the SGU Championship Game where their undeniable 

attraction becomes something to warily explore rather than fight. But when tragedy rocks Sabrina’s 

world and Mason struggles to stay on top while balancing being a single Dad, their budding 

relationship teeters on its axis. Their respective issues, baggage, and collateral damage threaten to 

derail something truly special. 

 Will Mason’s strong Faith influence Sabrina? Will Sabrina come to understand that sharing 

her life does not have to be a sacrifice? Will Mason’s young daughter accept any woman who seems 

to pale in comparison to her own glamorous  mother? Will they lead with their hearts rather than 

their brains?

Stephanie Green Scott has been the wife of a football 
coach for twenty years. And is the Team Mom of hundreds of 
football players over the years. Combined with her lifelong 
passion of reading and abiding Faith, she is uniquely qualified to 
start this series that has wide market appeal. 

She has currently returned to school after thirty years and is a 
Creative Writing Major at Reinhardt University 
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Sideline Sizzle is a planned christian romance of about 85,000 words. It is the first in a series based in the 
football world. 


